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Slope lengths and generalized augmented links
Jessica S. Purcell

In this paper, we determine geometric information on slope lengths
of a large class of knots in the 3-sphere, based only on diagrammati-
cal properties of the knots. In particular, we show such knots have
meridian length strictly less than 4, and we find infinitely many
families with meridian length approaching 4 from below. Finally,
we present an example to show that, in contrast to the case of
the regular augmented link, longitude lengths of these knots can-
not be determined by a function of the number of twist regions
alone.

1. Introduction

Given a knot in the 3-sphere whose complement admits a complete hyper-
bolic structure, by Mostow–Prasad rigidity the hyperbolic structure is unique,
and therefore a knot invariant. However, it seems to be a difficult problem
to determine geometric properties of the hyperbolic structure based only on
a diagram of the knot.

In a recent paper [13], we discussed geometric properties of generalized
augmented links. These allowed us to determine geometric information on
large classes of knots in the 3-sphere, including geometric information on
highly non-alternating knots, based only on a diagram.

In this paper, we extend the discussion of the geometry to information
on slope lengths. In particular, we show such knots have meridian length
strictly less than 4, and we find infinitely many families with meridian length
approaching 4 from below. This is of interest, because to date there are
no known examples of knots with meridian of length 4 or more, although
Agol has found a family of knots whose meridian length approaches 4 from
below [7]. This paper provides evidence that knots with meridian length
less than 4 are extremely common. Finally, we show that, in contrast to the
case of the regular augmented link, longitude lengths of these knots cannot
be determined by a function of the number of twist regions alone. We do
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this by presenting examples of knots with arbitrarily many twist regions,
but with longitude length bounded by 4.

The examples of knots of this paper are of interest, as they give classes of
diagrams for which geometric information is available, but which are highly
non-alternating and have arbitrarily large volume.

1.1. Meridians

A slope is defined to be an isotopy class of simple closed curves on a torus
boundary of a 3-manifold. When the manifold admits a hyperbolic structure,
the slope inherits a length: the length of a geodesic representative of the
slope in a horospherical torus about the boundary.

A knot in the 3-sphere has at least one short slope: the meridian of the
knot. By the 6-theorem, proved independently by Agol [7] and Lackenby
[10], the meridian has length strictly less than 6.

Interestingly, to date no knot complements have been found with merid-
ian length at least 4. Agol found a family of examples of knots with meridian
length approaching 4 from below [7]. Agol’s knots are described as Dehn
fillings of components of the 2-fold branched cover over one component of
the Borromean rings, and in fact, they form a subset of the knots of this
paper, as we will see below. Adams, and Adams and co-authors have found
upper bounds on meridian lengths of certain classes of knots. In particular,
2-bridge knots have meridian length less than 2 [6], the meridian length of
an alternating knot is at most 3 − 6/c, where c is the number of crossings
of the knot, and more generally, the meridian of a knot has length less than
6 − 7/c [1]. However, this general bound becomes little better than that
given by the 6-theorem as c increases.

In this paper, we provide evidence that 4 may be a better upper bound
on meridian length than 6. We do so by presenting a family of links, called
generalized augmented links, from which any knot may be obtained by Dehn
filling. We show that the slope on these links which corresponds to the
meridian of the knot has length strictly less than 4. Since high Dehn filling
yields a manifold geometrically close to the original (see [16]), for any ε > 0
we need only exclude a finite number of slopes for each link component,
and the knot obtained by Dehn filling will have meridian length within ε
of that of the generalized augmented link. Thus if we enumerate knots by
Dehn fillings of generalized augmented links, “most” knots have meridian of
length less than 4.

We call the links generalized augmented links because they generalize
a class of links, called augmented links, that has been studied extensively
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in the past. It is well known that any knot can be obtained by Dehn fill-
ing a regular augmented link. Actually, it was shown independently by
the author with Futer [8] and by Schoenfeld [15] that these regular aug-
mented links have meridians of length exactly 2. Note this implies that if
we restrict to augmented links and their Dehn fillings, we obtain an enu-
meration of knots for which “most” knots actually have meridian lengths
approaching 2.

Of course, the result of 2 is unsatisfactory for many reasons, which par-
tially motivated this paper. First and foremost, 2 is much shorter than the
current largest known meridian length, i.e., the examples of Agol approach-
ing 4 [7]. Thus if we wish to determine an upper bound, or find examples
with larger meridians, we cannot consider high Dehn fillings on regular aug-
mented links.

Secondly, knots obtained by high Dehn fillings of regular augmented
links are very closely related to alternating knots. Such knots are either
alternating or only non-alternating between twist regions. That is, they are
only non-alternating in very restricted ways. In fact, regular augmented
links actually give a very nice way of enumerating alternating knots (see, for
example, [5,11]). By the above results, any examples of knots with meridian
of length greater than 4 will most likely come from classes of highly non-
alternating knots.

To that end, we investigate highly non-alternating knots and their merid-
ian lengths. We will see that Dehn fillings of generalized augmented links
give a nice description of many highly non-alternating knots. In addition, we
show that generalized augmented links fit in with known meridian bounds
much better than regular augmented links, by using them to construct fam-
ilies of knots whose meridian length approaches 4 from below. Thus, to
Agol’s example of a family of knots with meridian length approaching 4
from below, we add infinitely many more examples of families of knots with
meridian length approaching 4 from below.

1.2. Longitudes

In [8], we showed that the longitude of a regular augmented link was bounded
below by the number of twist regions of a diagram (we review the definition
of twist region in Section 2).

In this paper, we show that no such result holds for generalized twist
regions and generalized augmented links, by presenting an example of hyper-
bolic knots with arbitrarily many twist regions, but longitude length bounded
near 4.
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1.3. Organization

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define generalized
augmented links and present some examples. In Section 3, we prove that the
slope which corresponds to the meridian has length less than 4. In Section
4, we give examples of families of knots with meridians approaching length
4 from below. Finally, in Section 5, we present examples of knots with
arbitrarily many generalized twist regions, but longitude length bounded
near 4.

2. Generalized augmented links

2.1. Twisting

In [5], Adams defined a notion of augmented alternating links and proved
that these were hyperbolic. We will generalize his definition. We also gen-
eralize a related notion, that of twist region of a knot or link diagram.

Definition 2.1. A twist region of a diagram is a portion of a diagram in
which two strands twist about each other maximally, as in figure 1(a).

More formally, a diagram of a knot is a 4-valent graph with over–under
crossing information at each vertex. This graph divides the projection plane
into complementary regions with some number of sides. A bigon is a region
with just two sides. A twist region of a diagram is the portion of a diagram
inside a simple closed curve which bounds a string of bigons arranged end
to end. We require twist regions to be alternating, else we can reduce the
number of crossings in the region, and we require them to be maximal, in
the sense that there are no other bigons adjacent to either end of the string
of bigons in a twist region. A single crossing adjacent to no bigons is also a
twist region.

Definition 2.2. A generalized twist region of a diagram is a portion of the
diagram in which m strands twist about each other maximally, for m ≥ 2.
see figure 1(b).

Figure 1: (a) A twist region. (b) A generalized twist region.
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More precisely, the two strands of a twist region bound an embedded
ribbon surface. In a generalized twist region, additional strands are allowed
to run parallel to the two strands, embedded on the ribbon surface.

In a regular twist region on two strands, a full twist consists of two
crossings. Each strand twists once around the other and then exits the
full twist in the same position in which it entered. A half twist is a single
crossing of the two strands. We generalize these definitions to generalized
twist regions.

Definition 2.3. A full twist in a generalized twist region is a region where
the ribbon surface containing the strands of the twist region makes a full
twist. That is, the two outermost strands of the generalized twist region
form a regular twist region. In a full twist, those two strands twist around
each other once. Figure 1(b) shows a single full twist of five strands.

Similarly, a half twist is a region where the ribbon surface of a generalized
twist region makes a single half twist. This corresponds to a single crossing
of the outermost strands, see figure 2.

In figure 3, an example is shown of a portion of a diagram containing
three twist regions. Notice it is highly non-alternating, and each twist region
containing more than two strands is highly non-alternating. Do note that
we could have selected each single crossing of this portion of the diagram to
be a twist region on two strands. The choice of twist regions is not unique.
However, that will not affect our results.

Figure 2: Five strands make a single half twist.

Figure 3: Five strands make a full and a half twist of all five strands, followed
by a half twist of three strands and a half twist of two strands (in the opposite
direction).
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2.2. Augmenting

We augment a diagram of a knot or link by inserting a simple closed curve
encircling each generalized twist region. This is called a crossing circle,
see figure 4. The components of the link coming from the original link
components are called the knotting strands.

When each twist region has just two strands, as in the classical setting,
the resulting link is called an augmented link. Provided a diagram is suffi-
ciently reduced in obvious ways, an augmented link with at least two twist
regions will be hyperbolic with very explicit geometry. See, for example, the
papers of Futer and Purcell [8] and Purcell [14].

Definition 2.4. A generalized augmented link is a link which is formed
from a knot or link diagram by augmenting each generalized twist region.

Generalized augmented links do not have quite as nice geometry as reg-
ular augmented links, but we can still deduce facts about their geometry.

Suppose in a knot or link diagram, the ith twist region consists of ti full
twists, plus possibly a half twist. We form the generalized augmented link
L′ by adding crossing circles. In particular, in the ith twist region of the
diagram of L′, there are ti full twists. Obtain a new link L by removing
all ti full twists from the diagram of L′, for each i. Thus L has a diagram
consisting of crossing circle components bounding the component from the
knot. This knot component is either embedded in the projection plane, if all
the ti happened to be even, or it may contain single half twists at crossing
circles. The links of figure 5 are of this form.

Note S3 − L′ and S3 − L are homeomorphic as manifolds. This is because
twisting and untwisting along a crossing circle Ci give homeomorphisms of
the solid torus S3 − Ci. If one of S3 − L or S3 − L′ is hyperbolic, Mostow–
Prasad rigidity implies that the two manifolds are isometric. Thus we will
assume from now on that a generalized augmented link has a diagram with
all full twists removed from each generalized twist region.

Figure 4: Insert crossing circles into knot diagram at each twist region.
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Figure 5: Untwisted generalized augmented links.

Note next that we may obtain the original knot complement by Dehn fill-
ing S3 − L along crossing circles. In particular, if ti full twists were removed
from the ith twist region to go from the diagram of L′ to the diagram of L,
then by performing 1/ti Dehn filling on the ith crossing circle, for each i,
we obtain again the original knot complement. Consequently, any knot is
obtained by Dehn filling a generalized augmented link.

3. Meridians

3.1. Reflection and totally geodesic surfaces

The key to the meridian slope length estimates for a hyperbolic generalized
augmented link is the existence of embedded totally geodesic surfaces in the
link complement.

Proposition 3.1. Any generalized augmented link complement admits an
involution fixing a (possibly disconnected) embedded surface pointwise.

Proof. First consider the case where the generalized augmented link has no
half twists. That is, all link components that are not crossing circles are
embedded on the projection plane, as in the figure on the left in figure 5.
Then there is an involution of the link complement fixing the projection
plane pointwise, obtained by reflecting the projection plane.

When there are half twists, the picture is only slightly more complicated.
In this case, when we reflect in the projection plane, we obtain a new link
in which all crossings of the half twists have been reversed. That is, they
remain half twists, only now in the opposite direction of those in the original
diagram. There is a homeomorphism taking the original link complement
to that with half twists reversed: simply twist one full time around each
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crossing circle which contains half twists. Following the reflection with the
inverse of this homeomorphism gives the desired involution. �

Definition 3.2. The reflection surface refers to the surface fixed pointwise
by the involution of Proposition 3.1.

When the generalized augmented link is hyperbolic, it is a well-known
consequence of the proof of Mostow’s theorem that the involution must be
an isometry, and the reflection surface must be totally geodesic. From now
on, we restrict to hyperbolic augmented links, and we consider the reflection
surfaces as totally geodesic embedded surfaces in the link complement.

Note from the proof of Proposition 3.1 that the reflection surface is just
the projection plane when the augmented link has no half twists. When the
augmented link has half twists, the reflection surface still corresponds to the
projection plane outside a neighborhood of the disks bounded by the cross-
ing circles. We call these disks crossing disks. Notice also that the knotting
strand link components are embedded in the reflection surface.

Lemma 3.3. Let K be a knotting strand of a hyperbolic generalized aug-
mented link. Then a meridian of K is isotopic to a curve perpendicular to
the reflection surface, which intersects it twice.

Proof. We may isotope the meridian to lie outside all neighborhoods of cross-
ing disks. Away from these neighborhoods, the reflection surface is the pro-
jection plane. The projection plane divides S3 into two balls, S+ and S−. In
a small neighborhood of a point on K, a meridian runs from the projection
plane, up across the top of a tubular neighborhood of K through S+, then
back to the projection plane. It then runs along the bottom of a tubular
neighborhood of K through S−, closing again at the projection plane. Thus
it meets the projection plane, hence the reflection surface, twice.

Note we can arrange the meridian to be taken to itself by the involution
of S3 − L, with reversed orientation. Hence it must be orthogonal to the
reflection surface. �

3.2. The universal cover

To find bounds on the lengths of meridians, we will need to use the hyper-
bolic structure on S3 − L. Let K denote the knotting strand of L. The
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length of a meridian will be measured on a maximal cusp about K. Recall
that the maximal cusp is obtained by expanding a horoball neighborhood
about the cusp until it meets itself.

Under the hyperbolic metric, the boundary of a maximal cusp is a horo-
spherical torus, with an inherited Euclidean metric. We will find bounds on
the length of the meridian of the torus under this metric.

Consider the upper half space model {(w, t)|w ∈ C, t > 0} of the univer-
sal cover H

3 of S3 − L. Conjugate such that a cusp lifts to the point at
infinity.

The reflection surfaces, as totally geodesic surfaces which meet each
cusp, will lift to totally geodesic planes in H

3 which meet lifts of cusps. Thus
in particular, there must be lifts of reflection surfaces to parallel vertical
planes in H

3.
The involution of S3 − L lifts to a reflection of H

3 through each vertical
plane, whose projection under the covering map is an isometry. Thus the
Euclidean distance between these lifts of reflection surfaces is constant.

Now consider the points of C on the boundary at infinity of H
3 that

project to cusps of S3 − L. Lifts of the geodesic reflection surfaces must also
meet at each of these points. Thus at each such point we will see totally
geodesic planes, which are Euclidean hemispheres. Their boundaries on C

form a collection of tangent circles and lines. Because the reflection surfaces
are embedded, the entire collection of lifts of reflection surfaces, including
hemispheres and vertical planes in H

3, will consist of disjoint planes, tangent
only at points at infinity.

Finally, we add to this picture a collection of horospheres. A maxi-
mal cusp about the component K of S3 − L will lift to give a collection
of horoballs in H

3. The boundaries of these are horospheres, which are
Euclidean spheres, tangent to points of the boundary at infinity that project
to cusps. Because we are considering a maximal cusp, the horospheres will
be tangent to each other in pairs.

By Lemma 3.3, a meridian of K lifts to a curve which crosses two lifts
of reflection surfaces orthogonally. Thus the length of a meridian must be
exactly twice the Euclidean distance between lifts of two reflection surfaces,
as measured on one of the horospheres about a point projecting to K. We
will find bounds on this distance.

Theorem 3.4. A meridian of the knotting strand of a hyperbolic general-
ized augmented link, as measured on the maximal cusp about that component,
has length strictly less than 4.
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Proof. Let L be a hyperbolic generalized augmented link. Consider a cross-
ing circle C1 of L. This bounds a crossing disk D. The disk is punctured by
the knotting strand K a total of m times, where m is the number of strands
of the generalized twist region, and m ≥ 2. Note that a neighborhood of K
intersects D in meridians of K. Note also that D is taken to itself under the
involution of S3 − L of Proposition 3.1 and that D intersects the reflection
surface. Hence the reflection surface divides D into two disks, an upper half
D+ and a lower half D−. Similarly, the reflection surface divides each of the
meridians of K on D into two pieces, an upper half and a lower half. We
will use the disk D+ to bound the length of the upper half of the meridian.
Since the reflection is an isometry of S3 − L, this will also give a bound on
the length of the lower half.

Consider the universal cover H
3 of S3 − L. Conjugate such that infinity

projects to the cusp corresponding to the crossing circle C1. The disk D+

also lifts to the universal cover. It will generally not be totally geodesic,
but we may isotope the intersections of D with the reflection surface to
be geodesics. These are embedded in reflection surfaces, which are totally
geodesic, so in the universal cover these intersections run across embedded
totally geodesic planes. Since D+ meets C1, the edges of D+ run from
infinity, across a string of tangent geodesic planes which project to reflection
surfaces, and back to infinity, see figure 6.

Now, as described above, a maximal cusp about K lifts to a collection
of horoballs in H

3. We will show that the distance between two lifts of
reflection surfaces, as measured on the horospherical boundary of one such
horoball, is strictly less than 2. Since this length is one-half a meridian, it
follows that the length of a meridian is strictly less than 4.

Our proof is simplified by using an argument of Adams et al. [3]. In
Theorem 4.1 of that paper, they show the width of a semifree geodesic
surface is less than 2. That is, they show that if a manifold contains an
embedded totally geodesic surface, if the surface meets the cusp exactly

Figure 6: Left: dotted lines correspond to intersections of D with the reflec-
tion surface. Right: in H

3, these lift to geodesics running across lifts of the
geodesic reflection surfaces. Note this is a view of H

3 from infinity. There
are also two dotted lines coming out from the horizontal lines to infinity.
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once, and if there is an embedded disk in the manifold whose edges lie on
the geodesic surface, then the distance between lifts of the surface on a cusp
in H

3 is strictly less than 2. This is exactly the situation here, except that
our geodesic surface, the reflection surface, meets the cusp more than once.
However, because of the reflective symmetry in our case, the argument of
Adams et al. will still apply. We reproduce it.

Consider the lift of the disk D+ to H
3. In particular, consider its bound-

ary. It consists of geodesics embedded on lifts of reflection surfaces, as in
figure 6, alternating with paths along horospheres at points of tangency of
those planes. Thus we obtain a string of horospheres, each projecting to the
horospherical torus about the maximal cusp of K. Let H be the horosphere
in this string of smallest Euclidean diameter. Consider the equator of H,
that is, the circle on H of largest diameter parallel to C. We will show that
the two hemispheres adjacent to H, which project to the reflection surfaces
of S3 − L, intersect H above its equator.

Suppose not. Suppose one of the hemispheres, say S, intersects H below
its equator. Then S has boundary on C a circle of diameter strictly less than
that of H. But then consider the edge of D+ which lies on S. This runs
from H at one end to another horosphere H2 at the other end. Because the
diameter of S is less than that of H, the diameter of H2 must be less than
that of H, See figure 7. This contradicts the fact that H was the smallest.

Now, an arc along H running from one lift of a reflection surface to
another lies completely in the upper hemisphere of H. Hyperbolic geometry
shows that the length of an arc running from a point on the equator to
the opposite point on the equator has length exactly 2. Thus the distance
between reflection surfaces is at most 2.

Suppose the distance is exactly 2. Consider again the string of horo-
spheres and geodesics bounding the lift of D+ in the universal cover. The
geodesics must meet the horospheres in their equators, which implies that

Figure 7: If S intersects H below its equator, then the radius r of S is
strictly less than the radius R of H. This implies that the radius ˜R of H2
must be strictly less than the radius R of H.
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each horosphere is exactly the same height and all the horospheres are tan-
gent. But then consider B, one of the horospheres lying under a geodesic of
the sequence which runs to infinity. ∂D+ ∩ B runs between two reflection
surfaces, so has length 2. But ∂D+ ∩ B is an arc which must run from the
top of B to its equator. This has length 1, giving a contradiction.

Thus the distance between reflection surfaces is strictly less than 2. A
meridian runs between two reflection surfaces, so its length is strictly less
than 4. �

4. Families with meridians approaching 4

In this section, we find generalized augmented links whose meridian length
approaches 4 from below, showing that Theorem 3.4 is sharp.

The links we consider are links with two crossing circles. We define
them as Dehn fillings of the link shown in figure 8, as described below.
These links seem to have very interesting geometric properties in addition
to the meridian lengths described here. In a forthcoming paper with Futer
and Kalfagianni, we will analyze their volumes.

The link in figure 8 is a fully augmented 2-bridge link, with an extra
reflective symmetry through the plane P on which L0 is embedded. L0 is
the link component which will become our knot.

Note that for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the link components Li and L−i bound an
annulus in S3. The Dehn fillings along slope 1/ri on Li and −1/ri on L−i

give a twist ri times about the annulus. This restricts to ri Dehn twists of
the horizontal 4-punctured sphere P on which L0 is embedded, see figure 9.

Note that if we perform these Dehn fillings in order, first on L1 and L−1,
then L2 and L−2, etc., the result is a link consisting of two crossing circles,

Figure 8: Dehn filling along Li and L−i, with slope 1/ri and −1/ri, respec-
tively, for i = 1, . . . , n, gives generalized augmented link.
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Figure 9: The upper and lower link components (left) bound an annulus.
Dehn filling the top component along slope 1/ri, and filling the bottom
along slope −1/ri yield ri Dehn twists of the 4-punctured sphere (right).

C1 and C2, and a curve K on the plane P , which is obtained by a sequence
of Dehn twists applied to L0. This is a generalized augmented link. In fact,
the link on the left in figure 5 has this form.

The geometry of fully augmented 2-bridge links is very well understood.
In particular, we showed in [14] that a fully augmented 2-bridge link decom-
poses into two identical, ideal, totally geodesic, right angled polyhedra. We
will briefly explain the decomposition here. We refer the reader to [14, Sec-
tion 6.4] for more details.

The two polyhedra are obtained by cutting the fully augmented 2-bridge
link along the geodesic surface of the projection plane of figure 8. This
divides the 3-sphere into two pieces, one above and one below the projection
plane. It divides each of the 2-punctured disks bounded by crossing circles
into two pieces. Cut along each of these pieces, see figure 10(a).

This divides the manifold into two ideal polyhedra. The ideal vertices
correspond to portions of the link, see figure 10(b). The faces come from
the projection plane as well as from the 2-punctured disks. The faces are
all totally geodesic, since the corresponding surfaces are geodesic in the
augmented link. Thus when we give a polyhedron its hyperbolic structure,

Figure 10: (a) Cut along the projection plane, and along disks bounded by
crossing circles. (b) Retract neighborhood of the link to ideal vertices.
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Figure 11: Circles giving polyhedral decomposition of augmented 2-bridge
link.

faces correspond to (Euclidean) hemispheres in H
3 orthogonal to the sphere

at infinity.
One of the two polyhedra is given by the circle packing of figure 11(a).

The circles should be viewed as boundaries of spheres on the plane at infinity
of H

3. They determine totally geodesic planes in H
3. These are the geodesic

planes from the projection plane. To these circles should be added additional
circles, which meet the given circles exactly in points of tangency, as in
figure 11(b). These are from the 2-punctured disks. Together, these planes
cut out an ideal geodesic polyhedron. To obtain the fully augmented link
complement, we may glue two of these polyhedra together by gluing faces
in a manner that reverses the cutting procedure described above.

We are interested in the cusp shape of the link component L0, since
after high Dehn filling, it will become the knotting strand of our generalized
augmented link (with C1 and C2 crossing circles).

The vertex marked v in the figure is the only ideal vertex of the poly-
hedron that projects to the cusp L0. Thus the cusp shape of L0 is obtained
by determining the vertex shape of v, that is, the shape of a horosphere
intersected with this ideal vertex of the polyhedron, and gluing two of these
together: one for each of the two polyhedra.

Lemma 4.1. The shape of the cusp corresponding to L0 is a square.

Proof. The vertex shape of v is determined by taking the point v of
figure 11(a) to infinity under a Möbius transformation. The result is a
collection of circles as in figure 12(a). Two of these glue together to form
the cusp L0, as in figure 12(b). Note that the cusp shape of L0 is a square,
with meridian length 2s and longitude 2s, where s may be determined by
finding the length of a side of the square in a maximal cusp. �

It remains to determine the maximal cusp.
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Figure 12: (a) The shape of the vertex corresponding to v. (b) The shape
of the cusp corresponding to L0.

Lemma 4.2. Under the metric on a maximal cusp, the meridian and lon-
gitude of L0 both have length 4.

Proof. Since v is the only vertex of the polyhedron that projects to the
cusp L0, we may expand a horoball about v without it bumping any of
its translates at least until the horoball becomes tangent to a face of the
polyhedron.

Consider again figure 12(b). Assume this picture is a view of H
3 from

infinity. We may also assume that three corners of the square lie at 0,
2 and 2i in C, so that the circles of the figure have diameter 1 in the
Euclidean metric on C. Thus the corresponding hemispheres have Euclidean
radius 1/2. Then a horoball about infinity will not become tangent to
one of these hemisphere faces until its boundary is at height 1/2. Hence
there is an embedded horoball of height 1/2. If we measure the length
of a meridian and longitude on the corresponding horosphere, the lengths
will be 4. This implies that on a maximal cusp, the lengths are at
least 4.

Finally, one may see that this length corresponds to the length on the
maximal cusp by noting that the longitude of L0 bounds a 3-punctured
sphere. It is well known, due to Adams, that the maximal length of a curve
along a 3-punctured sphere is exactly 4 (see [2, 4]). �

Theorem 4.3. There exist generalized augmented links with meridian lengths
approaching 4 from below.

Proof. For any ε > 0, and any link of the form in figure 8, there exist integers
r1, . . . , rn such that the generalized augmented link obtained by 1/ri filling
on Li and −1/ri filling on L−i yields a generalized augmented link with
meridian of length 4 − ε. �
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Corollary 4.4. For any ε > 0, there exist infinitely many knots with two
generalized twist regions whose meridian lengths are greater than 4 − ε.

Proof. The links of Theorem 4.3 have exactly two crossing circles C1 and C2.
Find such a link with meridian length greater than 4 − ε/2. Then there exist
integers c1 and c2 such that Dehn filling C1 along slope 1/c1 and Dehn filling
C2 along slope 1/c2 yield a knot with meridian length at least 4 − ε. �

Remark 4.5. Agol’s examples in [7] of knots with meridian length approach-
ing 4 are actually a subset of the knots of Corollary 4.4. Agol’s knots are
obtained by Dehn fillings on links of the form of figure 8 in which n = 1,
see [7, Figure 7].

5. Longitude length is independent of twist number

With Futer in [8], we showed that the length of a longitude of a regular
augmented link, i.e., one with just two strands per twist region, is bounded
below by a linear function of the number of crossing circles.

In this section, we give an example to prove that similar simple lower
bounds will not be possible in the case of generalized augmented links. In
particular, we show there exists a family of generalized augmented links with
arbitrarily many twist regions, but longitude length at most 4.

The example is given by links illustrated in figure 13. In particular, we
start with a link L2 consisting of a knotting strand and two crossing circles,
C1 and C2, as shown on the left of that figure. This link L2 can also be seen
as a 2-bridge link with an extra augmentation component, exactly as in the
previous section, in which the three-component links after Dehn twisting
along annuli were 2-bridge links with an extra augmentation component.
That is, in the link L2, C1 and C2 form the components of a 2-bridge link

...

Figure 13: Left: the original link L2 with two crossing circles. Crossing
circles are represented by horizontal lines. Right: the generalized augmented
link L2n obtained by adding n pairs of new crossing circles to L2.
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with reflective symmetry. The knotting strand is an augmentation lying flat
in the plane of the reflective symmetry. Since such 2-bridge links and their
augmentations are known to be hyperbolic, S3 − L2 must be hyperbolic.
(This is a special case of a theorem on alternating knots, due originally to
Menasco [12]. See also the paper of Futer and Gueritaud for a more direct
proof [9] and Adams for the proof that augmentations are hyperbolic [5].)

Note the knotting strand and crossing circles divide the projection plane
of the link L2 into two distinct 3-punctured spheres. One of these 3-punctured
spheres is shaded in figure 13. To form the new link L2n, add n pairs of
crossing circles as shown on the right of figure 13. These crossing circles
are chosen so that their intersection with the projection plane is in the
same 3-punctured sphere. (In the figure, their endpoints are in the shaded
3-punctured sphere.) Note the link is a generalized augmented link, with
reflective symmetry through the projection plane.

Lemma 5.1. The generalized augmented link L2n formed as above is
hyperbolic.

We will prove this lemma at the end of the section. First, given this
lemma, the results on longitude length are immediate.

Proposition 5.2. The length of the longitude of the knotting strand com-
ponent of S3 − L2n is at most 4.

Proof. A longitude bounds a 3-punctured sphere on one side (i.e., the
unshaded portion of the projection plane in figure 13). It is well known,
due to Adams, that the length along a maximal cusp of a hyperbolic 3-
punctured sphere is at most 4 (see [2, 4]). Hence the longitude length is at
most 4. �

Proposition 5.2 shows that there can be no relationship between longi-
tude length and number of generalized twist regions in a knot diagram.

It remains to show that S3 − L2n is hyperbolic, that is, to prove Lemma
5.1. To do so, we show that S3 − L2n is irreducible, boundary irreducible,
atoroidal, with no essential annuli. Hyperbolicity then follows from work
of Thurston [17].

Before we begin the proofs, note that we can decompose S3 − L2n in
a simple way. In particular, if we cut along the projection plane and the
crossing disks (i.e., the disks bounded by the crossing circles), the result is
(topologically) two 3-balls. Thus these surfaces chop the manifold S3 − L2n,
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and any submanifolds, into nice pieces. We use this fact repeatedly in the
lemmas below.

Therefore, to simplify notation, we will denote the projection plane of
S3 − L2n by P . Note it has two components, one of which is a 3-punctured
sphere. The two crossing circles C1 and C2 of L2 bound crossing disks E1
and E2, respectively. That is, E1 is a disk in S3 with boundary the longitude
of C1, and E1 meets the knotting strand of L2 seven times. Similarly for E2.
The newly added crossing circles are denoted C3, C4, . . . , C2n. Denote the
crossing disk bounded by Cj by Dj , for j = 3, . . . , 2n. Each Dj has boundary
a longitude of Cj and meets the knotting strand of L2n four times. With
this notation, we are ready to begin.

To prove S3 − L2n is irreducible and boundary irreducible, we first prove
the following simpler lemma.

Lemma 5.3. There does not exist a disk in S3 − L2n whose boundary is a
longitude of a crossing circle.

Proof. There cannot exist a disk in S3 − L2n whose boundary is a longitude
of C1 or C2, for such a disk would be a boundary compressing disk of S3 − L2.
Since S3 − L2 is hyperbolic, no such disk exists.

Suppose there exists a disk D whose boundary is a longitude of Cj ,
some j ≥ 3. Consider the intersections of D with the disks E1 and E2. If
D ∩ (E1 ∪ E2) is non-empty, then some curve of the intersection bounds a
subdisk E in D. We may assume E meets the projection plane, for other-
wise ∂E bounds a subdisk of E1 or E2 which meets no knotting strands,
hence is embedded in S3 − L2n. We may therefore isotope off, decreasing
the number of components of D ∩ (E1 ∪ E2). So assume E meets P .

Now, after isotopy reducing intersections bounding disks, E ∩ P consists
of an arc running from Ei back to itself. Since each arc of the knotting strand
runs from E1 to E2, no knotting strand is bounded between this arc and
Ei. So ∂E on Ei bounds a disk which does not meet any knotting strands.
Thus it bounds a disk on Ei, which is embedded in S3 − L2n. Again we
may use this disk to push the intersection off Ei, decreasing the number of
components of D ∩ (E1 ∪ E2).

Repeating this process, we may assume D does not meet either Ei.
But the intersection of D with the projection plane is then an arc con-
necting the two points of intersection of the crossing circle Cj with the
projection plane, which does not run through either C1 or C2. This is
impossible. �
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Lemma 5.4. S3 − L2n is irreducible.

Proof. Suppose S is a 2-sphere in S3 − L2n ⊂ S3 − L2. Because S3 − L2 is
irreducible, S must bound a ball B in S3 − L2. If S does not bound a ball
in S3 − L2n, then one of the components Cj must be contained in B. But
C3 ∪ · · · ∪ C2n is a trivial link in S3, so Cj must be homotopically trivial
in S3 − L2n. By the loop theorem, it bounds a disk whose boundary is a
longitude of ∂N(Cj). This contradicts Lemma 5.3. �

Lemma 5.5. S3 − L2n is boundary irreducible.

Proof. Suppose D is a compressing disk for the boundary of S3 − L2n. By
Lemma 5.3, ∂D is not a longitude of a crossing circle. Since we are in S3, ∂D
must be homotopically trivial on ∂N(L2n), and we may assume it bounds
a disk E on this boundary surface. Then E ∪ D is a sphere S in S3 − L2n.
By Lemma 5.4, S must bound a ball. But then we may isotope D through
this ball to lie on E ⊂ ∂N(L2n), and D is not a compressing disk. �

Lemma 5.6. S3 − L2n is atoroidal.

Proof. Suppose not. Let T be an essential torus in S3 − L2n. We may
assume first that T meets the projection plane P , else it is an essential torus
in one of the two handlebodies of S3 − L2n − P . No such torus exists.

Then by the equivariant torus theorem, we may assume that T is pre-
served under the reflection in the projection plane.

We obtain a cell decomposition of T by letting edges be intersections of
T with the projection plane, T ∩ P , and intersections of T with the crossing
disks T ∩ E1, T ∩ E2 and T ∩ D3, . . . , T ∩ D2n. We let vertices be intersec-
tions of T with P ∩ Ei, i = 1, 2, and P ∩ Dj , j = 3, . . . , 2n. The faces lie in
the two balls S3 − L2n − P − (∪Ei) − (∪Dj).

Note each vertex of T is 4-valent. Thus if we let v denote the number of
vertices, e denote the number of edges, 2e = 4v, or e = 2v. Next note there
are no bigon faces or triangle faces of T . Let f denote the number of faces.
Since each edge is adjacent to two faces, 2e ≥ 4f . It follows from the Euler
characteristic that every face must be a quadrilateral.

Now, first suppose T meets none of the crossing disks D3, D4, . . . , D2n.
T is a torus in S3 − L2, which is hyperbolic, so T must be compressible or
boundary parallel in that manifold. Consider the intersections of T with
the projection plane of S3 − L2. Both components of the projection plane
are 3-punctured spheres in S3 − L2, so the possible curves of intersection of
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T with the projection plane components are limited. If a curve of intersec-
tion is trivial in the 3-punctured sphere, it remains trivial when we remove
C3, . . . , C2n, since T does not meet the crossing disks bounded by these
circles. Thus in this case T will be compressible in S3 − L2n. So a curve
of intersection must be non-trivial in the 3-punctured sphere. Then T is
boundary parallel in S3 − L2. In fact, it must be parallel to C1 or C2, since
it does not meet D3, . . . , D2n.

Since T is essential in S3 − L2n, some Cj , j = 1, . . . 2n, must lie inside the
solid torus V bounded by T containing C1 or C2. But note C1 and C2 both
have endpoints lying in distinct components of the projection plane, whereas
Cj , j = 3, . . . , 2n have endpoints lying in the same component of the projec-
tion plane. Thus Cj must lie in a ball inside V . This is a ball in S3. Cj can-
not be homotopically trivial, by Lemma 5.3, so it must link C1 or C2 inside
this ball. But this is impossible: the Cj , j = 1, . . . , 2n, are all unlinked in S3.

So T must meet a crossing disks Di. Consider T ∩ Di. By equivariance
of T , this consists of closed curves encircling some number of intersections
of Di with the knotting strands. Since there are just four such intersections,
the curve must encircle 1, 2, 3 or 4 of these intersections.

In the case T ∩ Di encircles one knotting strand: Faces adjacent to the
edges T ∩ Di are quadrilaterals. Two edges must run from Di along the
projection plane to the next crossing disk, where they are joined by one
other edge. Each edge along the projection plane runs parallel to the knot-
ting strand, thus in the next crossing disk we see that T again encircles one
knotting strand. Continue. It follows that T is boundary parallel, parallel
to the knotting strand.

In the case T ∩ Di encircles three knotting strands: Some adjacent face
cannot be a rectangle, for one of the edges running from Di runs to a cross-
ing disk Di+1, say, while the other runs to a different crossing disk. Thus
the endpoints of these edges cannot be joined by a single edge. This is a
contradiction.

In the case T ∩ Di encircles four knotting strands, either T is boundary
parallel, parallel to Ci, or we run into the same issue as in the previous case:
the two adjacent edges terminate on distinct crossing disks, so the adjacent
face cannot be a quadrilateral.

In the case T ∩ Di encircles two knotting strands, the torus T must
enclose the component of P which is a 3-punctured sphere in S3 − L2n.
Adjacent faces to Di may be quadrilaterals initially. However, eventually we
will find a face must be adjacent to the lower crossing disk C2, with one edge
running parallel to the knotting strand to terminate on one side of E1 and
the other running parallel to the knotting strand to terminate on the other
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side of E1 in the same component of P minus the knotting strands. When we
connect the endpoints of these edges by an arc, and reflect through the pro-
jection plane, we find they bound a disk on E1. Hence T is compressible. �

Lemma 5.7. There are no essential annuli in S3 − L2n.

Proof. This follows from Lemma 5.6, for assume A is an essential annu-
lus. If A has boundary components on two distinct link components, take
the boundary of a small embedded neighborhood of A and of the two link
components of L2n on which ∂A lies. This is a torus in S3 − L2n, hence is
inessential. It cannot be boundary parallel, so is compressible. The com-
pressing disk cannot be on the side of the torus containing A and the two
link components, hence is on the outside. Cut along this disk. The result is
a sphere in S3 − L2n. By Lemma 5.4, it bounds a ball in S3 − L2n. Since
the ball cannot be on the side of the sphere containing A and the two link
components, it must be on the other side. But then the manifold S3 − L2n

has just two boundary components. This is a contradiction.
If A has boundary components on the same link component, then the

boundary of a small neighborhood of A and the link component gives two
tori in S3 − L2n, neither of which may be essential by Lemma 5.6. If either is
compressible, consider the boundary of the compressing disk D. ∂D cannot
meet A in a closed curve, else A is compressible. Thus ∂D meets A in an
arc. If the arc has both endpoints on the same component of ∂A, then a
portion of the disk D and a portion of A together form a disk which must
be isotopic to ∂(S3 − L2n), by Lemma 5.5, so we may slide this intersection
off of A. Thus we assume the arc of intersection of ∂D and A is an essential
arc on A. Then when we surger along D, we obtain a boundary compressing
disk for S3 − L2n, hence by Lemma 5.5, the result bounds a ball and so A
is isotopic to ∂(S3 − L2n).

Thus when we take the boundary of a small regular neighborhood of
A and the link component on which ∂A lies, the two resulting tori must
be boundary parallel. But then there is some link component of L2n lying
inside. Then there exists an essential annulus with boundary components
on this link component and on the link component on which the boundary
of A lies. We are then in the case of the first paragraph of this proof, and
we have a contradiction. �
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